
COMPUTER SCIENCE BUSINESS PLAN

Gaming Futures, LLC computer programming business plan executive summary. Gaming Futures is a start-up computer
programming studio providing.

Lastly, we have the ability to develop courses for new technology, we have a good reputation and the ability to
alter services in favor of market conditions. Listed below are the occupations with the largest number of
projected openings in Washington during the time period. Their service and support are not usually very good,
and their prices are normally higher than those at larger stores. To expand your services, you could even
include upgrade options with search engine optimization and other online marketing tactics to make a website
more popular. Despite the logic behind it, the market doesn't support this concept. The Letter-Series Method
consists of sending our prospects a series of four different professionally written letters 1 per week before we
ever call them. There is usually a lot of leakage in ad-hoc purchasing through local chain stores and mail
order. We haven't had much success in selling service contracts. Plus, all our employees will be well taken
care of, and their welfare package will be among the best within our category in the industry. If our strategy
works, we will have differentiated ourselves sufficiently to avoid competition against these stores. We will
then obtain lists of people that fit our typical customer's characteristics. A student will no longer have to go
from one seminar to another, or from one instructor's methods to another. Web Development Everyone wants
to make themselves available online, which is why web development is a booming industry. One way of
approaching our prospects would be the Letter-Series Method. By Randy Duermyer Updated June 25, The
computer and digital age are fully integrated into modern society; however, many people still lack the skills to
achieve all their technical tasks. In a sense, these "competitors" actually welcome computer training
companies who cater to the smaller class sizes and novice computer users. Client Service Executive Welcomes
students and visitors by greeting them in person or on the telephone; answering or directing inquiries. The
letters would be personal, meaning the letter would state "Dear Mr. The market can't bear the higher prices,
and the buyer feels ill-used when they see the same product priced lower at the chains. Attend relevant expos,
seminars, and business fairs et al to market our services Engage in direct marketing approach. Smith" instead
of "Dear Prospective Customer. General Office Clerks Clerical and administrative support workers
Receptionists and information clerks Systems analysts, electronic data processing All of the above occupations
will require computer knowledge or computer training from their candidates. Along with sales, it includes a
training area, service department, offices, and showroom area. Opportunities: We are centrally located in one
of the busiest areas in Delray Beach â€” Florida and we are open to all the available opportunities that the city
has to offer. Unfortunately, our home office target buyers don't expect to buy from us. IT Support The more
people use computers and mobile devices as part of their daily lives, the more they need help maintaining
those devices. No formal training is required. Among the many tasks desktop publishers perform are
producing books, newsletters, magazines, brochures, Internet content, and graphic design for logos and
signage. Go over our attitudes, specialty, history, qualifications, and philosophy. You're not restricted to
servicing clients only in your local neighborhood. We will make sure we do call them when we say we will.
All you need to do is head down to your local Wal-Mart Supercenter for a inch television, diapers, and a
gallon of milk, while you simultaneously let them rotate your tires and have your hair done. Many of them
turn immediately to the superstores office equipment, office supplies, and electronics and mail order to look
for the best price, without realizing that there is a better option for them at only a little bit more. You might
even work for private individuals creating personalized gifts i. They think about the price because that's all
they ever see. Systems analysts, electronic data processingâ€”98 percent increase between and  Continue to
send our fax newsletter regularly. In addition, we will also offer special discounted rates to all our students at
regular intervals. Email marketing, web development, social media campaigns and more are all extremely
important in modern marketing. When asked, the owners will complain that margins are squeezed by the
chains and customers buy based on price only. Continue Reading. Formula 2 Get a list of companies together
that we think may need our services such as new businesses from the County Clerk's office or the Seattle
Journal. As for the detailed cost analysis for starting a standard computer training school; it might differ in
other countries due to the value of their money. Its specifications include: add information In peripherals,
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accessories and other hardware, we carry a complete line of necessary items from cables to forms to
mousepads to These are likely to be people in professional services such as graphic artists, writers, and
consultants, some accountantsâ€”and the occasional lawyer, doctor, or dentist.


